FIRST OVER EVEREST
cross it on foot would exact many days arduous marching.
The machines would pass the frontier here at a height of at
least 12,000 or 15,000 feet, and therefore be inaudible to those
on the ground, and if visible at all, appear only as mere specks.
The Terai, though seamed with foothills and ravines, cannot
be termed mountainous, and not till further nordi would the
aircraft fly over the real Nepal,
Here is a well-ordered land of green and olive-brown
mountains, rapidly increasing in height and grandeur but
separated by fertile, arduously-tilled valleys, fiill of luxuriant
rice-fields in countless terraces, hardly won from the iron slopes
by human toil. The upper hill-sides, at first matted with rhodo-
dendrons and sub-tropical growth, soon clothe themselves
with dark pine, ilex and, in die end, with sparse birch.
The sombre green mountains become huge swelling breasts
of struggling upland turf, mottled with masses of water-borne
boulders, streaked with torrent beds, with stark cliff and great
rock faces, and then in the high levels, overmastered by mighty
glaciers.
No imagination was able to forecast the majesty of that
stupendous declivity of Mount Everest's southern face, till the
airmen themselves should see it at close quarters.
The actual objective of the airmen was a point in space
directly over the highest summit, for it was unnecessary to go
beyond the actual confines of the kingdom of Nepal, nor was
there any desire to do so. Tibet was forbidden, and the aircraft
might not fly there, even in the fringes of the stratosphere.
To sum up the situation in a few words.
The conditions under which the attempt would have to be
made differed profoundly from those of a straightforward
attack over an ordinary flat country and on a conventional
height record. No meteorological expert, nor any airman,
however experienced, could foretell what turmoils and tantrums
would be met with in the higher air close by the mountains*
The expedition secured the cordial co-operation of the Indian
Meteorological Department and the dispatch of wind and
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